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WELCOME 14:00

Prof. Francesca Culasso
Director of Department of Management, University of Turin

OPENING WORDS 14:05-14:15

Prof. Mario Grandinetti, University of Turin
Prof. Alessandro Vicini Ronchetti, University of Turin

KEYNOTE SPEAKER 14:15-14:45

Digitalization and Taxation: The New International Legal Order
Prof. Ruth Mason, University of Virginia

PART I – DIGITAL TAXES: INTERIM SOLUTIONS 14:45-16:00

Chair: Prof. Ruth Mason, University of Virginia

Unilateral Digital Taxes and EU nationality discrimination
Dr. Leopoldo Parada, University of Turin

Interim Solutions and their compatibility with Tax Treaties
Prof. Dr. Werner Haslehner, University of Luxembourg

Debate

Break 16:00-16:30

PART II – SIGNIFICANT DIGITAL PRESENCE: LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS 16:30-18:00

Chair: Dr. Leopoldo Parada, University of Turin

OECD/EU proposals for a Digital PE: A true solution?
Doc. Dr. Svetislav Kostic, University of Belgrade

Allocation of Profits to a Digital Presence: A Unified Approach
Ass. Prof. Dr. Ohruv Sanghavi, Maastricht University

Debate

CLOSING WORDS

School of Management and Economics
Corso Unione Sovietica 218/bis, Turin
taxlab.management@unito.it